You Don't Know What Love Is
Warne Marsh's solo from the album *The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Session*

Transcription by Andrew Frankhouse

Head

```
Fm7        Dm7      C7(b9)         Fm7        C7(b9)         Dm7
Gm7(b5)    C7(b9)   Fm7        Ab7        Dm7      Gm7(b5)    C7(b9)
Fm7        Dm7      C7(b9)         Fm7        C7(b9)         Dm7
Fm7        Dm7      C7(b9)         Fm7        C7(b9)
Bm7        Eb7      Abmaj7       Bm7        E57(sus4)
Dm7        G7
Fm7        Dm7      C7(b9)
Fm7        Dm7      C7(b9)         Fm7        C7(b9)         Dm7      Gm7(b5)    C7(b9)
Fm7        Ab7        Dm7      C7(b9)
```
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61 Gm7(b5) C7(b9) Fm7 A¨7
63 Db7 C7(b9) Fm7
65 Guitar... Bass...
Head out...
67 Fm7 D¨7 C7(b9) Fm7 C7(b9) Db7
71 Gm7(b5) C7(b9) Fm7 A¨7 Db7 C7(b9) Fm7 rit.